Lightweight, Inherent, Moisture Wicking System from Lakeland

Meets the performance requirements of NFPA 70E and ASTM F1506-08
Acceptable for use in occupations covered by OSHA Final Rule 1910.269

HIGH PERFORMANCE KNITS WITH MAXIMUM PROTECTION!

- Unparalleled Cat 2 protection at 16.4 cal/cm²
- NFPA 2112 UL, 70E certified
- Moves moisture faster from front to back and spreads quicker for superior drying
- Excellent breathability
- Soft and comfortable
- 3M Scotchlite® Segmented Reflective trim for enhanced comfort and visibility
- New! Reflective stripe over pocket leaves room for a company logo or imprint!

6.5 oz BUTTON DOWN HI-VIS FR SHIRT

- Inherent moisture management
- Dual hazard protection for arc flash and flash fire
- Excellent breathability
- Soft and comfortable
- 3M Scotchlite® Segmented Reflective trim for enhanced comfort and visibility

Style Numbers:
- ISH65DH29RT – ANSI Class 3 Hi-Vis Yellow

Specifications:
- Fabric: 6.5 oz. Westex® DH, Inherently FR Fabric
- ATPV: 8.9 cal/cm²
- CAT: 2
- Meets: ANSI 107 Class 3
- Sizes: Small – 6XL, Talls Available MD-4X

All Lakeland Performance FR Products Have These Great Features!

Labeling that quickly identifies garment standards

3M Scotchlite Segmented Reflective Trim - superior visibility!

Tag free collars for greater comfort

Understanding Arc Flash Protection When Layering Garments

When wearing multiple garments the specific combination must be tested together to determine their arc rating.

Lakeland’s Hi Viz lineup offers one of the highest arc ratings for 2 layers in the market. Add the benefits of inherent, light weight and permanent moisture management and you have Superior Performance, Protection and Comfort.

Lakeland Performance FR Knit worn with Westex DH Shirt tests to 28.0 cal/cm² CAT3 level protection

28.0 cal/cm²
CAT3